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1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the document
This document is submitted as fulfilment of the requirements for Milestone 35 (Deliverable 2.4) of
PrepSKA Work Package 2 (WP2) following the successful completion of the Dish Array Concept
Design Review (CoDR).

1.2 Scope of the document
The document provides an overview of the Dish Array review process, outcomes and subsequent
events and planning.

2

SKA Dish Array CoDR

2.1 Overview and Context
The Dish Array CoDR was conducted during the period 13 to 15 July 2011 at the National Research
Council - Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory (NRC-DRAO) in Penticton, Canada. During this
period members of the SKA community presented the various aspects of Dish Array, including
various concepts, to a five member review panel.
The review panel consisted of members from industry and the Radio Astronomy community plus the
SPDO Project Engineer. The panel members were:
• Roger Norrod (Chair), National Radio Astronomy Observatory (ret), USA .
• Trevor Bird, Antengenuity/CSIRO (ret), Australia.
• Peter Dewdney, SKA Program Development Office, UK.
• Robert Plemel, SED Systems (ret), Canada.
• Tony Willis, National Research Council, DRAO, Canada.
The review was also attended by various observers from across the SKA community.

2.2 Review Plan
To facilitate the review a plan was developed setting out:
1. The context of the review,
2. The purpose and expected outcome of the review,
3. The roles and responsibilities of the review participants
4. The logistics behind the review.
The plan was reviewed with the chairman of the review panel and was updated as and when
changes were encountered. The final revision of the plan was available two weeks before the start of
the review. The final revision of the plan is attached in Appendix A.

2.3 Purpose and Expected Outcomes of the CoDR
As outlined in the Review Plan the CoDR was conducted to evaluate:
2011-11-15
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• The overall technical progress,
• Whether the dish array concepts available to the SKA are of sufficient maturity to proceed
to the next phase,
• Whether all dish array aspects of the project have been covered and where gaps exist,
whether adequate measures have been identified to address the shortcomings.
The expected outcome of the review was input into the establishment of the signal processing
concept baseline. More specifically the Review Panel was requested to consider the following
questions:
1. Are the requirements complete, and sufficiently defined for this stage of the project?
2.

At the concept level, is the element/subsystem presented capable of meeting the
requirements?

3. Have interfaces to other aspects of the system have adequately identified and defined at
this stage of the program?
4. Are the options proposed to be carried forward credible and are the presented data and
information in support of each option credible?
5. Have all the necessary aspects of the specific element/subsystem been considered and
addressed during the review or are there gaps and/or shortcomings?
6. Does the risk profile appear reasonably detailed and assessed for this stage of the program?
7. Do the stated risk controls and proposed mitigations appear reasonable and executable?
8. Is the overall plan (including the identification of the tasks, effort, resources, costs, schedule
and risk mitigation needed) to complete the subsequent project phases credible?
9. Are there dish and/or feed options that have not been considered, but should be. Is the
overall plan (including the identification of the tasks, effort, resources, costs, schedule and
risk mitigation needed) to complete the subsequent project phases credible?

2.4 Documentation
In support of the review eighteen (18) documents were developed and distributed to the review
panel before the review. A significant portion of the reviewed documents were developed by the
lead and participating institutes.
The documents were made available to all the SKA liaison engineers, the observers, the SKA Science
and Engineering Committee (SSEC), International Engineering Advisory Committee (IEAC) and the
WP2 Management Team prior to the review.
Copies of the documents are available on the following site:
http://www.skatelescope.org/public/2011-07-13_Dish_Array_CoDR/
and on the SKA wiki at:
http://wiki.skatelescope.org/bin/view/DishArray/DishArrayCoDR
Prior to the review several questions were received from the review panel members. These
questions were recorded and answers were provided back to the panel before the review.
2011-11-15
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2.5 Review
The agenda followed during the review is shown in the Review Plan in Appendix A.
During the review several presentations, based on the documentation, were made. The
presentations aimed to represent the detail of the underlying documentation.
Copies of the agenda and presentations are available at:
http://www2.skatelescope.org/indico/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=175
During the final afternoon of the review the panel provided their initial verbal feedback to the SPDO
and the observers.
The aspects mentioned during this debriefing session are all covered in the panel report and are
therefore not repeated here.

2.6 Review Panel Findings
The overall finding from the panel was that the milestone was successfully passed.

2.6.1 Summary of Findings
The finalised report from the review panel was received on 9 August 2011. The report highlighted
the following summary recommendations (as extracted from the panel report):
1. Specific steps should be taken toward development of uniform specifications and methods
of design evaluation.
2. The immediate development of a modelling and testing program to quantify the in‐system
performance of competing designs which we consider vital to achieving a satisfactory
readiness level at the end of the definition phase.
3. Detailed plans for the upcoming Definition phase were not presented, and it is not clear if all
of these concepts will be carried forward, perhaps even to fabrication of prototype
antennas. It would be unfortunate if unnecessary duplication of effort and material
resources results from this plethora of good ideas, and the SPDO should make efforts to
consolidate work and plans to cover remaining issues.
4. The Panel would have preferred that the dish specifications were more clearly delineated at
this point, and recommended that this aspect obtains immediate attention as the Definition
phase begins.
5. The Panel was particularly concerned that the effects of antenna performance parameters
on the system imaging dynamic range are not well understood, or at least not well
quantified, at that point. They strongly recommended that the Project take steps to rectify
this situation.

2011‐11‐15
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6. Gaps to be addressed: There does not yet seem to be plans to address the following:
a. Uncertain future availability of cryogenic LNA transistors/MMICs.
b. Lack of cryogenic coolers of adequate reliability and performance that are also
operationally affordable.
c. Lack of interaction between imaging and antenna design experts.
d. Current lack of a detailed Operational Plan.
7. The baseline SKA1 system is stated to utilize 15-meter diameter dishes, frequency range
0.45-3 GHz, sensitivity 103 m2/K, and is to accommodate multiple single-pixel feeds and a
PAF receiver. The SKA2 phase system increases sensitivity to 104 m2/K and frequency range
to 10 GHz. The baseline receiver set uses approximately octave bandwidth feeds and
receivers optimized for Ae/Tsys. Wideband feeds and PAF systems are carried forward in the
Advanced Instrumentation Program (AIP) with dates identified by which decisions are to be
made on whether to include these in the SKA1 and SKA2 phases. The Panel felt that this
baseline plan is reasonable and achievable.
A copy of the review panel report is included in Appendix B.

2.7 Response to Review Panel Report
A document is currently being drafted in response to the Review Panel Report which will include
input from the SKA Dish Array community.

3

Next Steps

The next system phase, the definition phase, has been initiated. This phase will culminate in the
PrepSKA wrap up report in April 2012 followed by the Dish Array Requirements Review to be
conducted in 2013 as part of the Project Execution Plan phase.
----------0----------
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Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the document
This document describes the plan for the Dish Array Concept Design Review (CoDR) for the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) project.

1.2 Scope of the document
This document will described all matters related to the review itself. It will include logistics
surrounding the review as well as the agenda.

1.3 Date and Place
The Dish Array CoDR will be held on 13, 14 and 15 July 2011 at
Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory (DRAO)
NRC Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics (NRC‐HIA)
717 White Lake Road, PO Box 248
Penticton, British Columbia
V2A 6J9 Canada

2

Purpose and Expected Outcome of the Dish Array CoDR

The CoDR will be conducted to evaluate:
 The overall technical progress,
 Whether the dish array concepts available to the SKA are of sufficient maturity to proceed to
the next phase,
 Whether all dish array aspects of the project have been covered and where gaps exist,
whether adequate measures have been identified to address the shortcomings.
The expected outcome of the review is input to the establishment of the dish array concept baseline.
Following the successful review, the next phase, the system definition phase, will be initiated.
More specifically the Review Panel is requested to consider the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Are the requirements complete, and sufficiently defined for this stage of the project?
At the concept level, is the element/subsystem presented capable of meeting the
requirements?
Have interfaces to other aspects of the system have adequately identified and defined at
this stage of the program?
Are the options proposed to be carried forward credible and are the presented data and
information in support of each option credible?
Have all the necessary aspects of the specific element/subsystem been considered and
addressed during the review or are there gaps and/or shortcomings?
Does the risk profile appear reasonably detailed and assessed for this stage of the program?
Do the stated risk controls and proposed mitigations appear reasonable and executable?

2011‐07‐05
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9.

3

Is the overall plan (including the identification of the tasks, effort, resources, costs, schedule
and risk mitigation needed) to complete the subsequent project phases credible?
Are there dish and/or feed options that have not been considered, but should be.

Organisation

3.1 Participants
The following groups of review participants have been identified:
 External Review Panel : The four external members of the external review panel plus the SKA
International Project Engineer (P. Dewdney)
 Presenters : SKA contributing institutions plus SPDO
 Observers : Jaap Baars representing IEAC

As Observers, the following people have been invited:
 Liaison engineers
 WP2 Management Team members
 Members of the SSEC
 Members of the International Engineering Advisory Committee (IEAC)
DRAO has arranged for remote access to the proceedings via the web, for those unable to attend in
person.

3.2 Review Process
The External Review Panel is expected to review the CoDR documentation prior to the actual Design
Review. Any questions, comments or queries sent to the SPDO in advance will be recorded and be
dealt with during the review. Questions, comments or queries posed during the review will be
recorded and will be attempted to be addressed during the review. In the event that any issue
cannot be dealt with during the review, it will be recorded as such and the SPDO will address these
outstanding issues as soon as possible after the review.

3.3 Roles and Responsibilities
The SPDO shall
• Distribute the documentation to the External Reviewers;
• Record all questions, comments and queries raised before and during the review;
• Respond to questions, comments and queries before, during and after the review;
• Record the responses to the questions, comments and queries;
• Organise and support the review meeting:
• Respond to agreed Actions within the agreed due dates;
• Compile an overview report to the PrepSKA Board and SSEC after the review.
The External Review Panel Chairman shall
 Organise and lead the External Review Panel;
 Review the documentation;
 Raise questions, comments and queries before and during the review related to any part or
aspect of the project;
2011‐07‐05
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Prepare and issue the External Review Panel Report, together with a list of the agreed
Actions;

The External Review Panel Members shall
• Review the documentation;
• Raise questions, comments and queries before and during the review related to any part or
aspect of the project;
• Support the Chairman in the preparation of the External Review Panel Report;
The Observers are invited to
• Attend the review;
• Provide written feedback with regards to any of the aspect (including the documentation) of
the review after the review.

4

Documentation

The CoDR Documentation Package consists of the following documents:

Doc nr
1
2a
2b
2c
2d
2e
2f
2g
2h
2i
2j
2k
2m
2n
2p
2q
2r
3

2011‐07‐05

Document

Requirements document for SKA dish array
Concept description and investigations report for
Dish a (Canada/US)
Concept description and investigations report for
Dish b (China)
Concept description and investigations report for
Dish c (Netherlands)
Concept description and investigations report for
Dish d (China)
Concept description and investigations report for
Dish e (RSA)
Concept description and investigations report for
Single Pixel Feed Payloads
Phased Array Feed requirements document and
concept description for the PAF sub system
Concept description and investigations report for
PAF feed payload
Concept descriptions and investigations reports
for PAF receiver options
Risk register for PAFs
Technology road map and software description
for PAFs
PAF logistic engineering plan
PAF initial cost estimates
PAF plans for the next phase
SPF Receiver requirements specification
SPF Receiver risk register
Review plan
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Agenda

Please note that all times are local.

start

Session

1

2

3

4

5

6

Wednesday 13th July 2011
Review panel (closed meeting)
Welcome and overview of the CoDR
Overview of SKA Phase 1 science and system
requirements
System hierarchy and Dish Array context
Overview of the PEP phase of SKA
Coffee break
Dish Array requirements
Dish concepts:
Addressing SKA requirements with offset Gregorian
optics
Addressing SKA requirements with axi‐symmetric optics
Description of the DVA1 concept and how it addresses
SKA requirements
Lunch
DVA1 dish concept logistical engineering
DVA1 dish concept risks and their mitigation
DVA1 dish concept cost estimates and plans to proceed
in the PEP phase
Description of the NRF dish concept and how it
addresses SKA requirements
Coffee break
NRF dish concept logistical engineering
NRF dish concept risks and their mitigation
NRF dish concept cost estimates and plans to proceed
in the PEP phase
Tour of DRAO laboratories
Thursday 14th July 2011
Review panel (closed meeting)
Single pixel feed payloads concepts:
Introduction to single pixel feed payloads
Description of corrugated conical horn feed and OMT
concepts and how they address SKA requirements
Description of wide band feed concepts and how they
address SKA requirements
LNA options and how they address SKA requirements
Coffee break
Dewar and cryogenics concepts (inc. reliability and
maintenance)
SPF payload risks and their mitigation
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end

duration

speaker

SPDO

08:30
09:00

09:00
09:15

00:30
00:15

09:15
09:45
10:05
10:25
10:45

09:45
10:05
10:25
10:45
11:05

00:30
00:20
00:20
00:20
00:20

SPDO

11:05
11:25

11:25
11:45

00:20
00:20

TDP
TDP

11:45
12:45
13:30
13:45

12:45
13:30
13:45
14:00

01:00
00:45
00:15
00:15

DRAO/TDP
DRAO/TDP
DRAO/TDP

14:00

14:15

00:15

DRAO/TDP

14:15
15:15
15:35
15:50

15:15
15:35
15:50
16:05

01:00
00:20
00:15
00:15

NRF

16:05
16:30

16:20
18:00

00:15
01:30

08:30

09:00

00:30

09:00

09:10

00:10

SPDO

09:10

09:30

00:20

TDP

09:30
10:00
10:20

10:00
10:20
10:40

00:30
00:20
00:20

TDP
TDP

10:40
10:20

10:55
10:35

00:15
00:15

SPDO
SPDO

SPDO
SPDO
SPDO

NRF
NRF
NRF
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8

9

10

Initial SPF payload cost estimates and plans for the next
phase
SPF Receiver requirements
Phased Array Feeds (PAFs)
Description of PAF concepts and how they address SKA
requirements

10:35
10:50

10:50
11:10

00:15
00:20

TDP
CSIRO

11:10

11:25

00:15

Description of feed array concepts
Lunch

11:25
12:10

12:10
12:55

00:45
00:45

CSIRO
CSIRO/DRA
O

Description of PAF receiver and backend concepts
PAF logistical engineering
PAF costs and plans for the next phase
Description of the thermoplastic axi‐symmetric dish
concept and how it addresses SKA requirements
Coffee break
Thermoplastic axi‐symmetric dish concept logistical
engineering
Thermoplastic axi‐symmetric dish concept risks and
their mitigation
Thermoplastic axi‐symmetric dish concept cost
estimates and plans to proceed in the PEP phase
Review dinner
Friday 15th July 2011
Review panel (closed meeting)
Description of the Chinese dish concepts and how they
address SKA requirements
Chinese dish concepts logistical engineering
Coffee break
Chinese dish concepts: risks and their mitigation
Chinese dish concepts: cost estimates and plans to
proceed to the PEP phase
Summary of risks, costs and plans
Lunch
Review panel closed session
Initial feedback from review panel
Concluding remarks
End of review
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CSIRO/DRA
O
CSIRO
CSIRO

12:55
13:40
13:55

13:40
13:55
14:10

00:45
00:15
00:15

14:10
15:10

15:10
15:30

01:00
00:20

ASTRON

15:30

16:15

00:15

ASTRON

16:15

16:30

00:15

ASTRON

16:30
TBA

16:45

00:15

ASTRON

08:30

09:00

00:30

09:00
10:00
10:15
10:35

10:00
10:15
10:35
10:50

01:00
00:15
00:20
00:15

NAOC
NAOC

10:50
11:20
12:20
13:05
14:05
15:05

11:20
12:20
13:05
14:05
15:05
15:15

00:30
01:00
00:45
01:00
01:00
00:10

NAOC
SPDO

NAOC

SPDO
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Logistics

6.1 Location
The review will be held at
Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory (DRAO)
NRC Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics (NRC‐HIA)
717 White Lake Road, PO Box 248
Penticton, British Columbia
V2A 6J9 Canada
Driving directions to the site can be found as follows.
http://www.nrc‐cnrc.gc.ca/eng/locations/directions/penticton.html

6.2 Contact Persons
SPDO
Name
Email
Phone

Neil Roddis (Dish Arrays)
roddis@skatelescope.org
+44 161 275 4058

Name
Email
Phone

Peter Dewdney (Project Engineer)
dewdney@skatelescope.org
+44 (0)161 275 4294

Name
Email
Phone
Fax

Lisa Bell (Office Manager)
bell@skatelescope.org
+44 (0)161 275 4239
+44 (0)161 275 4049

Name
Email
Phone

Donna Morgan
donna.morgan@nrc‐cnrc.gc.ca
(250) 497‐2326

Name
Email
Phone

Lisa Ladouceur
lisa.ladouceur@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca
(250) 497‐2300

DRAO
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1 Introduction
A Concept Design Review (CoDR) for the SKA Dish Array subsystem was held July 13-15, 2011 at the
Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory (DRAO) near Penticton, B.C., Canada. The review was
organized by, and the review panel reports to, the SKA Program Development Office (SPDO). The review
panel consisted of five members:
Roger Norrod (Chair), National Radio Astronomy Observatory (ret), USA .
Trevor Bird, Antengenuity/CSIRO (ret), Australia.
Peter Dewdney, SKA Program Development Office, UK.
Robert Plemel, SED Systems (ret), Canada.
Tony Willis, National Research Council, DRAO, Canada.

1.1

Charge to the Panel

The purpose and organization of the Dish Array CoDR is contained in document WP2‐020.030.020‐PLA‐
001 authored by Neil Roddis (SPDO). The CoDR is conducted to evaluate:
·
·
·

The overall progress in the Dish Array Domain
Whether the technical adequacy obtained during the concept phase is at a sufficient level of
maturity to allow the Dish Array Element to move into the next [definition] phase.
Whether all Dish Array Element aspects of the project have been covered and where gaps exist,
whether adequate measures have been identified to address the shortcomings.

The expected CoDR outcome is the establishment of the Dish Array concept baseline.
Presentations made during the review explained (see figure reproduced below as Figure 1) that the
CoDR marks the end of the “Concept Phase”, during which all manner of concepts were investigated and
evaluated, and the beginning of the “Definition Phase”, during which a finite number of specific options
for the Dish Array will be further defined, studied, and narrowed. The Panel therefore understands that
it was to consider whether a sufficient yet small enough number of options have been selected for the
Definition Phase, and to make recommendations as appropriate as the Project moves into the next

SKA Dish Array Concept Design Review
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phase.

Figure 1: The project Concept, Definition, and Preliminary Design phases.

In addition, the Panel was asked to consider eight specific questions which are addressed in Section 4.

1.2

Acknowledgements

Neil Roddis, the SPDO Dish Array domain specialist, provided much of the organization and materials for
the review. Although for personal reasons Neil was unable to attend the Penticton meeting, the Panel
wishes to express our thanks and appreciation for his work in making our job more manageable. In
Neil’s absence, Peter Dewdney ably made sundry presentations as well as lent his extensive knowledge
as SKA Project Engineer to the Panel, and the rest of the Panel wish to express our appreciation for his
contributions.
The SPDO and DRAO staffs did excellent jobs in organizing and hosting the review. The Panel wishes to
express our appreciation for their hard work in helping with travel arrangements, providing excellent
lunches, assisting with audio/visual facilities, and otherwise ensuring that the week ran smoothly.
Some twenty detailed documents covering all aspects of the Dish Array and of the candidate options
were supplied to the Panel prior to the review, and more than thirty presentations were made over
three days. The Panel appreciates all the time and effort that obviously went into the preparations and
also in the hard work that has gone into the Dish Array concept phase.

2 Summary Findings
In this section the Panel summarizes the findings related to the specific charge items that the panel was
to evaluate. Detailed recommendations and comments on specific issues are addressed in Section 3.
While the Panel identifies several concerns in this report, we unanimously recommend the Dish Array
proceed immediately into the Definition phase. There was discussion of possible additional reviews to
address the more serious concerns, but the Panel does not consider that this is necessary or productive.
The SPDO and other participating organizations have more than sufficient expertise to attend to
remaining problems and to move forward.
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2.1

Overall Progress

Great progress has been made in the development of several antenna designs, the modeling of feed
performance in the designs, the development of worldwide precursor projects, and in Phased Array
Feed (PAF) research and development.
The Panel noted that not all groups are working towards the same specifications, and that the way to
narrow choices and converge toward one design is uncertain. The Panel feels that as the concept phase
draws to a close it is important that all parties now have clear requirements and specifications and that
it is well understood how competing designs are to be compared. The Panel therefore recommends
specific steps toward development of uniform specifications and methods of design evaluation.
History shows that the antenna(s) are some of the longest lasting element of any astronomical system.
With enhancements and adequate maintenance, lifetimes extending well beyond the design lifetime of
30 years may be anticipated. Therefore strong efforts by the project to develop extremely capable and
flexible dish designs are justified. The SKA antennas will be one of the most important long term
investments made in the telescope. This indicates that considerable time and effort will be needed to
evaluate their cost and performance (function and non-functional aspects included), before
commitments can be made to make a large number. The published program schedule going forward
appears extremely challenging. The Panel recommends immediate development of a modeling and
testing program to quantify the in-system performance of competing designs which we consider vital
to achieving a satisfactory readiness level at the end of the definition phase.
The Panel notes that at least five potential dish candidate concepts were presented in various states of
progress, three offset Gregorian designs (DVA-1, MEERKAT, DVAC-1) and two axisymmetric parabolic
concepts (DVAC-2 and one using a thermoplastic reflector construction technique). Detailed plans for
the upcoming Definition phase were not presented, and it is not clear if all of these concepts will be
carried forward, perhaps even to fabrication of prototype antennas. It would be unfortunate if
unnecessary duplication of effort and material resources results from this plethora of good ideas, and
the Panel recommends that SPDO make efforts to consolidate work and plans to cover remaining
issues.

2.2

Technical Adequacy

Radio astronomy has more than 50 years of experience in the utilization of dish antennas. There is a
breadth of institutional and commercial experience worldwide in the design and construction of 15meter class antennas. Electromagnetic modeling software for antennas, feeds, and microwave
networks are advanced and in widespread use. This holds as well for servo control systems, mechanical
and structural systems, and other critical aspects of the dish array. This expertise was clearly shown in
the presentations made during the CoDR. The Panel is confident that the physics of the dish element
performance can be well understood, optimized, and successfully translated into physical structures.
The well-known challenge in the SKA program is in translating very ambitious and somewhat vague
scientific needs into affordable engineering specifications, in controlling the operational costs, and in
management of the huge undertaking. The Panel would have preferred that the dish specifications
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were more clearly delineated at this point, and recommends below that this aspect obtains
immediate attention as the Definition phase begins.
The Panel is particularly concerned that the effects of antenna performance parameters on the system
imaging dynamic range are not well understood, or at least not well quantified, at this point. We
strongly recommend that the Project take steps to rectify this situation.

2.3

Gaps and Shortcomings

Several gaps and risks in the program were identified and discussed during the review. Risks were
tabulated in several areas and possible mitigation strategies listed. Most of the risks appeared to be
well understood and controllable. The Panel specifically notes that there does not yet seem to be
plans to address the following:
·
·
·
·

Uncertain future availability of cryogenic LNA transistors/MMICs.
Lack of cryogenic coolers of adequate reliability and performance that are also operationally
affordable.
Lack of interaction between imaging and antenna design experts.
Current lack of a detailed Operational Plan.

2.4

Expected Outcome

The baseline SKA1 system is stated to utilize 15-meter diameter dishes, frequency range 0.45-3 GHz,
sensitivity 103 m2/K, and is to accommodate multiple single-pixel feeds and a PAF receiver. The SKA2
phase system increases sensitivity to 104 m2/K and frequency range to 10 GHz. The baseline receiver set
uses approximately octave bandwidth feeds and receivers optimized for Ae/Tsys. Wideband feeds and
PAF systems are carried forward in the Advanced Instrumentation Program (AIP) with dates identified by
which decisions are to be made on whether to include these in the SKA1 and SKA2 phases.
The Panel feels that this baseline plan is reasonable and achievable. There are clearly challenges in the
use of multiple cryogenic receivers (power consumption, maintenance costs, weight, etc.) that will
require significant engineering efforts. Wideband (approaching decade bandwidths) could ease these
issues but their current performance is well below that of corrugated horns. PAFs have great potential
in wide-field work, but are not yet in routine use in astronomy. Therefore it makes sense to carry these
options in the AIP until more results are available. The Panel also noted that several presentations used
somewhat different specifications, indicating the details of the baseline plan has not yet been
thoroughly communicated or accepted.

3 Recommendations and Comments
This section lists specific recommendations made to help address the concerns mentioned above, and
others.

3.1

Imaging
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Recommendation 1: Implement a program in which imaging experts work with dish designers by a
process of modeling and interaction in order to assess the impact of dish design on imaging dynamic
range. The SPDO should consider hiring or contracting an expert to assist in this program.
Because SKA imaging fidelity is a major scientific need, and the impact of various antenna performance
parameters on the imaging is uncertain, it is imperative that the Project establish a means for imaging
experts to work interactively with antenna designers. Fundamental decisions need to be made about the
dish design (offset or axisymmetric optics, shaped or unshaped reflectors, etc.), and the impact on
imaging dynamic range can inform these decisions. Antenna and feed designers can to some extent
control near and far sidelobe levels, sidelobe stability with time and frequency, polarization
characteristics, parallactic angle de-rotation, field-of-view, and other characteristics. There is general
consensus that many of these factors impact the achievable array imaging dynamic range, but the
impact is not quantified nor well understood. One concern about offset antenna concepts is whether
the sky rotation in these may nullify some of the advantages due to lower sidelobes.
It is possible to merge the output of modern electromagnetic simulation software with current synthesis
telescope simulation software to create at least zero-order observing simulations to help characterize
and distinguish between dish designs. These simulations would obviously not be a substitute for actual
testing of dishes, but could assist in optimizing designs before hardware is built for testing. This type of
work might also help cut down on the amount of actual interferometric test time required. Testing
could require a number of weeks of dedicated time at a major radio observatory for each dish design to
be tested - probably very hard to obtain at any working Observatory.
“Smoothness” is a general characteristic of the antennas that will be important for modeling and for
imaging performance. Temporal, spatial, spectral characteristics of the beam and near sidelobes and
their polarizations should not change rapidly in any dimension.
The imaging program is discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.
The SPDO has domain experts in many aspects of the SKA project, but to our knowledge no one who
focuses on imaging. This area is so important to the SKA success, and to guiding the dish design, the
Panel feels SPDO should have an expert under contract to guide the recommended program.

3.2

Requirements and Specifications

Recommendation 2: Produce a formal engineering requirements document for the Dish Array, and a
comprehensive specification document for the dish antenna element. Increase interaction between
the Project scientific and engineering sides.
At the review a draft requirements document (WP2-020.030.020-RS-001, Rev. B) was presented, but this
version is not sufficient for the Definition project phase. Many requirements remain vague, not stated,
or not adequately translated to engineering specifications. The Panel noted that several groups
appeared to be working to different requirements. The presentations of several antenna designs
contained fairly comprehensive specifications, but these seem to have been derived on an ad hoc basis,
or in some cases based on verbal communications. The Panel feels it is important that the requirements
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and specifications be formalized, and vetted and accepted by the project scientific and management
hierarchy. The Panel noted that the Project Scientist stated that the 74dB dynamic range requirement,
which drives many aspects of the dish design, need apply only under certain conditions and fields. This
fact needs to be clearly documented as the design and cost impacts may be huge. It is important that
those writing the recommended specifications and those designing the systems have close interaction
with the project scientific experts.
The issues of dish specifications and design readiness are discussed further in Section 5.2 and 5.3.

3.3

Dish Antennas

Recommendation 3: For composite fabrication techniques, we recommend that accelerated lifetime
testing in an outdoor environment be conducted as soon as possible, preferably under conditions
similar to the SKA candidate sites.
A number of different reflector antenna approaches were described. Most are proposed to utilize
composite fabrication techniques. Although field experience with specific composite reflectors is being
accumulated in KAT7 and at DRAO, the lifetime of composite dishes should be a major concern, and
accelerated lifetime testing of samples should be implemented.

3.4

Antenna Electromagnetic Comparison Standards

Recommendation 4: Establish a clear and uniform methodology to assess all antenna designs.
Several groups presented potential antenna and feed designs, with calculated farfield patterns and
other metrics. There are many choices and trade-offs to be made. It would be advantageous to have in
place standards for the analysis of the competing designs so that it is clear to all how the performance
compares. For example: establish a canonical feed pattern (e.g. Gaussian), with which baseline
performance is calculated and to which the performance with which physical feeds are compared; Set
non-antenna noise values (LNA, CMB, atmosphere, galactic, etc.) versus frequency to use in Tsys
calculations; Specify Ae/Tsys calculation rules with which each antenna design is evaluated. These are
just some of the factors that should be included.

3.5

Testing

Recommendation 5: Develop a test plan for candidate antennas. Build prototypes of the best
candidate(s), test, and feed results back into array system models (per Recommendation 1).
The SKA antennas will be one of the most important long term investments made in the telescope as a
whole. This indicates that considerable time and effort will be needed to evaluate their cost and
performance (function and non-functional aspects included), before commitments can be made to make
a large number. Both single-dish qualification tests for fundamental dish performance and
interferometric tests will be required.
The panel understands that many of the most important system performance requirements could be
limited by the performance of the antennas. Building and testing is ultimately the only way to
demonstrate overall suitability of a dish design for the SKA – with final tests in a set-up that is as close as
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possible to an in-system test. In conjunction with the antenna testing, performance models
incorporating the latest imaging algorithms, supplemented with models of antenna behaviour are
needed to demonstrate to the extent possible the overall system performance (see Recommendation 1).
The Panel recommends that SPDO adopt a comprehensive test plan to be used for candidate evaluation,
with judging criteria. Final testing can only be done in conjunction with a well understood
interferometer system. The EVLA is strongly preferred, with the ATCA also to be considered. The Project
should look into the ALMA acceptance testing procedures, for example; while the wavelength ranges
differ widely there should be much overlap.

3.6

Single-pixel Feeds and Receivers

Recommendation 6: Establish a specific set of feeds and receivers to include in SKA1. Perform
accurate cost analysis (total cost of ownership) and develop receiver prototypes.
During the CoDR presentations, several potential single-pixel feeds under consideration were presented.
This subject is discussed in more detail in Section 5.3. The Panel applauds the work that has been
accomplished – it greatly helps to illustrate the trade-offs and limitations of the current state of
development. The results indicate that achievement of an Ae/Tsys of 6.5 m2/K per 15m dish with octavebandwidth corrugated horns may be possible, meaning well less than 200 dishes would be required to
achieve the 1000 m2/K requirement for SKA1. (The Panel recognizes that the absolute value depends
upon assumptions going into the calculation – part of the motivation for Recommendation 4.) Implicit
in the models used for this study is that state-of-the-art cryogenic receivers would be used. Because of
the importance of these critical subsystems, and the challenges involved, the Panel considers it
important that design and construction of prototypes begin soon. Designs should include efforts to
reduce the weight of receiver packages – the impacts on antenna structure and mechanisms will be
significant.
We recommend that detailed receiver development plans be adopted and started very soon. Since
good receivers will be needed in dish candidate field testing, synchronization of receiver prototype
development and dish test plans is desirable. At the CoDR, rather thorough cost analysis was presented
for PAF receivers, but not for single-pixel cryogenic systems and this obviously needs to be done.
From the data presented and the extant research literature, the quadridged horn appears to currently
have the most potential of the wide-band designs considered, but is still below the performance
obtainable with octave-bandwidth corrugated horns. It would be useful to design prototypes of both
types with some frequency overlap to use in dish evaluation testing. Having a receiver up to the SKA2
upper frequency range for dish evaluation would also be useful. Possible choices for dish and receiver
evaluation testing might include:
·
·
·

Quadridged horn, cryogenic LNAs for ~0.4-2 GHz.
Highly optimized corrugated horn, cryogenic OMT & LNA for ~1-2 GHz.
Corrugated horn, cryogenic OMT and LNA for ~5-10 GHz.

However, the exact choices should flow out of the receiver plan to be developed.
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3.7

Cryogenics

Recommendation 7: Institute a concerted engineering program to address the challenges related to
use of cryogenic receiver systems in the SKA.
Although there is some promising on-going research into the use of ambient temperature LNAs,
currently cryogenic receivers still have significantly lower noise except at the lowest frequencies. There
are well-known challenges in the use of cryogenics: power consumption, reliability, maintenance costs,
weight, the future availability of RF devices with good cryogenic noise performance, and others. The
Allen Telescope and the KAT7 project have worked with Stirling coolers which have advantages in
several of these areas, but the experiences to date have not been totally satisfactory. The SKA project
needs to have a concerted engineering program to address these issues and look at new approaches.
This program could work in concert with the development of prototype receivers (Recommendation 6).
The risk mitigation strategies tabulated in WP2‐020.050‐TD‐001 could serve as a reasonable guide for
this program.

3.8

Shaped Optics

Recommendation 8: SPDO should commission a white paper trade-off study of shaped vs. non-shaped
(conic section) optics.
Dual-reflector shaping is a proven technique with known G/T advantages, and perhaps others. It is also
known that the field-of-view tends to be reduced, the near sidelobes higher, and a shaped main
reflector lacks a prime focus caustic. Restricted off-axis performance will impact the performance of
multi-feed arrays and the PAFs in ways that should be known. Although multi-feed arrays are not part
of any current SKA plans, it would be prudent to understand design choices that could prevent their use
in the future. Similarly, most PAF research has been done relative to prime-focus fed paraboloids, not
shaped reflectors. The Panel recommends that before the DVA1 or other shaped design is finalized, the
performance of a similar non-shaped design be quantified and the results published in a way that allows
direct comparison. The panel notes that higher near sidelobes, a side-effect of shaping for high G/T,
could also affect the imaging performance or imaging cost of the telescope.

4 Panel Response to Questions
The Panel was asked to consider the following questions:
1. Are the requirements complete, and sufficiently defined for this stage of the project? As stated
in Section 3.2, the draft requirements document presented at the CoDR is not sufficient. The
Panel feels this is one of the most important issues to be addressed.
2. At the concept level, is the element/subsystem presented capable of meeting the
requirements? Relative to the overall project requirements as we understand them, yes, a
viable design can be developed within the options presented.
3. Have interfaces to other aspects of the system been adequately identified and defined at this
stage of the program? Interfaces were not specifically addressed at the CoDR. Interfaces to
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

local oscillator or timing distribution, IF or digital signal distribution, site power, and sundry
other systems need to be defined.
Are the options proposed to be carried forward credible and the presented data and
information in support of each option credible? There may be too many options still under
consideration, and a process and criteria for narrowing the choices are not clear – a situation
of significant concern and the motivation for several of our Recommendations. For instance,
the Panel doubts that an axisymmetric antenna lacking parallactic angle tracking (equatorial
mount or 3rd axis dish rotation) will meet the array dynamic range requirements. Also solely
prime focus fed antennas may not be viable due to spillover noise and difficulties in
supporting multiple receivers. The number of wide-band single-pixel feeds under active
consideration could be reduced, pending new development results.
Have all the necessary aspects of the specific element subsystem been considered and
addressed during the review or are there gaps and/or shortcomings? Several gaps have been
identified and discussed throughout this report.
Does the risk profile appear reasonably detailed and correctly assessed for this stage of the
program? Yes. Several of the groups presented reasonably detailed lists of risks and
mitigation strategies.
Do the stated risk controls and proposed mitigations appear reasonable and executable? Yes.
The Panel is unable to judge whether the resources necessary to execute the strategies are
identified and funded.
Is the overall plan (including the identification of the tasks, effort, resources, costs, schedule and
risk mitigation needed) to complete the subsequent project phases credible? An overall plan
for the Definition phase was not presented. The plans for DVA-1, MEERKAT, and PAF
development seem quite detailed and advanced; DVAC-1 and DVAC-2 slightly less complete;
and the thermoplastic reflector concept quite preliminary. From the information presented it
is not possible to judge if the Gantt charts presented are backed by detailed analysis or the
milestones simply imposed by overall project schedules.

5 Selected Details
5.1

Imaging Program

In section 3.1, the Panel recommended implementation of a process in which synthesis array imaging
experts and dish designers work together to optimize and compare designs. The panel understands
that this work has been planned but is not actually under way, and thus recommends urgency in getting
started.
The simulation process can provide at least three obvious benefits:
a) The simulations will help define requirements for such things as residual pointing accuracy, sidelobe
levels, polarization and other parameters. For example, how does an allowable residual error of about
1/100th of a beam at 1400 MHz (roughly 30 arcsec) impact on image quality at 10 GHz? The simulations
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could also be used to study and set limits on some of the items listed in WP2-020.030.020-TN-001, such
as impact on imaging of main-beam shapes and near-in sidelobe shapes.
b) They will help refine designs. Dish optics have all sorts of subtle trade-offs. Output from the
simulations could be fed back to the designers to help them improve their designs. This interaction has
been proposed before, but never seems to have taken place.
c) They can help differentiate between designs as mentioned in Section 3.
To further illustrate the thinking, here is a draft outline of a work plan that could be used to implement
such a program.
1) Select a model sky (probably from the SKADS model skies developed at Oxford by Wilman et al)
2) Define the limiting factors for the model skies - e.g. to what flux densities will we observe? It is
probably not necessary to go to the nano-Jy level - the main problem preventing us from getting the
nano-Jy level will be the milli-Jy sources (at 850 MHz we will see up to four or five hundred per field
with 15 metre dishes). Artifacts associated with these sources need to be successfully removed to
get anywhere near the nano-Jy level.
3) Define the various effects which will be included in the simulations besides the general beam
shapes - e.g. elevation dependent Tsys, elevation dependent beam shapes. Anything that can be
described by a parametric equation in time or frequency could be simulated. Random effects such
as wind gusts could be simulated if their power spectrum is known. Data on some of these sort of
effects should be forthcoming as part of the SKA site investigation studies. Eventually, if actual test
dishes are built, results from the dish test could be incorporated into the simulator as suggested in
WP2-020.030.020-TN-001.
4) Define the characteristics of the array which would be used for the simulated observations maximum size, range of frequency, number of channels, number of dishes etc. Simulating an
`actual' SKA phase 1 array may not be feasible, but many effects can be examined with a much
smaller array. In fact one of the easiest ways to study the impact of some effect is to make a set of
visibilities which includes the effect, then difference those visibilities with a set where the effect was
not included, and finally make an image from the difference visibilities.
5) Make sure that the output of the electromagnetic simulations can interface correctly with the
telescope simulator.
6) Find a computer centre where we can obtain the time needed to do the simulations.
7) Do the simulations and give feedback to the dish designers as they optimize designs.
8) Produce a final report where weighted evaluations are given to different designs.

5.2

Dish Requirements and Specifications
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The Panel feels that at this stage of the project it is possible and necessary to specify many fundamental
parameters of the dish antenna, and recommended that this take place in Section 3.2. This section
contains examples of necessary specifications. We also have questions related to requirements that are
not clear or not addressed in the CoDR. The panel understands that requirements of the nature
suggested below have been drafted. The project should go further as outlined in Recommendation 2.
It is important to prepare a detailed specification for the dish, feed and LNA subsystems, against which
the next version of competing dishes can be rigorously evaluated. The specification(s) will likely be a mix
of functional and performance requirements driven from higher level specs (such as sidelobe stability
and frequency dependence, surface accuracy, A/T, pointing accuracy, environment for precise, nominal
and worst case operations), and a mix of “implementation” and design requirements (such as diameter,
mount (EL over Az without feed rotation) Az/EL), feed weight capability and max size envelope,
installation items, calibration requirements). Specific wind spectra and RFI/EMI requirements with
levels, suitable for any SKA dish location, should be included.
Performance specifications should be provided for three environmental operating regimes. The three
regimes would allow different degrees of imaging performance, namely:
- Highest imaging performance (i.e., max imaging dynamic range): night time operation (i.e., no solar
thermal loads), average nighttime wind speed, limited EL and AZ range, reduced nighttime operating
temperature range.
- Nominal performance (reduced imaging dynamic range): daytime (max solar loads), average daytime
wind speeds, reduced daytime operating temperature range, full Az and EL range.
- Worst case operation (larger reduction in dynamic range): Daytime (max solar loads), worst case
wind speeds (up to stow speed), full Az and EL range, full operational temperature range. Also, the
science requirements should be defined taking these into account. In the wrap-up session it was obvious
that all the groups developing dishes, feeds, and receivers want to see more detailed specifications on
which to proceed.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Flow and Fhigh for SKA1 and SKA2. These are clearly stated in the draft requirements
document, but the review discussions on this topic were much less clear.
Ae/T. Specify for precision environmental conditions and allowable degradation for nominal
and worst case conditions. Specify for different frequency ranges to allow for reduced
performance requirements outside the critical frequency range. For example, future
operation, possibly to as high as 25 GHz, or even 50 GHz, was suggested. The impact on
antenna cost will be significant if performance there drives surface accuracy and pointing
Surface RMS and calculation rules. Establish rules for preparing the surface accuracy
budget. This would include rules on how to add the differing items in the budgets i.e. on an
algebraic (worst case) or RSS basis, and the illumination taper to include. Systematic and
random errors require different handling.
Repeatable and non-repeating pointing errors. A detailed pointing error budget is perhaps
best left to the developers, but top-level requirements must be defined for various
operating conditions.
Min and Max tracking rates.
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6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

5.3

Slew rates. Are fast source changes required?
Feed/receiver payload numbers, allowable volume and mass, power requirements. What RF
calibration systems are required (e.g. noise injection)?
Reflector reflectivity and verification procedure. The Panel noted that some of the
proposed reflector designs utilize mesh reflectors which clearly will affect the reflectivity at
some high frequency, and heard mention that the thinness of some proposed reflecting
surfaces can limit the reflectivity at low frequencies.
Define performance under different environmental cases (benign, nominal, survival, etc.).
Elevation range. The review indicated most engineering groups are using a minimum
elevation of 15 degrees, but it was not clear if this limit has been vetted while considering
the scientific program.
Static protection was not addressed during the review. Standards for RFI/EMI, electrical
safety, and static discharge should be imposed on all electronic equipment, perhaps with
qualification testing. For example requiring all electrical and electronic equipment to meet
CE standards would address EMI, ESD protection, and electrical safety. Numerous certified
labs exist around the world to perform such testing of pre-production units.
Polarization. RF detection of circular polarization is probably impractical considering the RF
bandwidths involved. Acceptance and planning for this fact should be built into the system
planning. A clear statement of polarization requirements might rule out certain feed and
optics designs, saving wasted effort.
Cable wrap requirements. How much cable space is required, taking into account future
expansion possibilities? Are non-twisting azimuth wraps required (may be important for RF
over fiber)? How will wraps, especially the azimuth, be protected from overruns?
What is the antenna lifetime operational slew/track model? This affects analysis of stress
reversal cycles in the structure, bearing lifetime, etc.
Expand and clarify reliability requirements. Structural painting requirements and frequency,
fraction of dishes that can be down at once, sparing policies, etc.
Dish lifetime. For SKA 1, a 30 year lifetime is required with an option to extend this to 50 yrs.
Lifetime of painted surfaces should be explicitly stated since repainting in the field is
expensive and deterioration of the paint will degrade thermal performance. Similarly, if
bearings need to be replaced after 30 years as part of the lifetime extension option, they
should be designed so that removal of the dish is not required to accomplish the
replacement.

Antenna and Feed Options

This section contains detailed comments on the antenna and feed options presented at the CoDR.
Dish Antenna Background
At the CoDR the panel was asked to consider two reflector antenna geometries for the SKA. These were
the prime focus paraboloid and the offset Gregorian reflector. The axi-symmetric prime-focus fed
paraboloid geometry has proved versatile for radio astronomy for over 60 years. Its main limitations are
blockage, the relatively low aperture efficiency with conventional feeds (approx. 70%) and feed spillover
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usually towards the warm earth so that overall G/Tsys is relatively low. Nevertheless, there is good
sidelobe and noise temperature control through the choice of edge taper. The offset Gregorian was
introduced only about 30 years ago (Mizigutchi et. al. 1978) and it has been employed in the Allen
Telescope and GBT (US). It has mainly found use in applications requiring a compact feed or beam
arrangements, such as for on-board satellite antennas. It has a beam squint for off-axis or circularly
polarized feeds (Dragone, 1982 and Duan and Rahmat-Samii, 1991) and high cross-polarization if the
geometry is not arranged at the Mizigutchi condition (Mizigutchi et al., 1976) or the subreflector
diameter is too small (<20lamdba), limiting the cross-polar performance through edge diffraction (Bird,
1981). When shaped, the offset Gregorian has the advantages of high efficiency (>80%) and low
sidelobes, although both may be bandwidth dependent. The antenna noise temperature contribution
can be acceptable as initial feed spillover is towards the cold sky i.e. overall good G/Tsys. The ultimate
cross-polarization performance of both dishes is limited by the inherent cross-polarization of the feed.
With displaced feeds such as arrays, the offset Gregorian can have lower isolation between beams with
increasing scan angle, an increase in the sidelobe level and scan loss on account of aberrations and
cross-polarization. The feeds should be placed on a curved surface and the inclination of each horn will
depend on its location (Makino et. al., 1985 and Dragone 1983). The testing of an offset Gregorian with
an array feed is therefore of paramount importance. A phased array (FPA) feed with appropriate
excitation can compensate for beam squint and some limitations imposed by the reflector geometry.
The ability of a PAF to adjust also for misalignments and surface errors suggests the possibility of
reducing reflector cost. Some of these possibilities are: reflector support structure may only be
required to have sufficient strength to support the reflector rigidity to prevent deformation from gravity
and wind, lower random surface errors may reduce manufacturing costs of the reflector and a tolerance
to systematic errors may simplify the construction.
Readiness level of dish solutions
In the present context ‘readiness’ is related to the technical standard necessary for the next stage of
development and the construction of antennas in the SKA network. The CoDR was an opportunity to
consider the readiness level for key technologies related to the dish and the feed for SKA1 or SKA2. In
terms of the two dish solutions, we consider that while good progress has been made there are still a
number of limitations that should be addressed before the next major review. In summary, analytical
and experimental critical functions and proof-of concept have been developed and demonstrated using
breadboard implementations and relevant representative data obtained (i.e. at TRL3 in a nine level
system used by some organizations).
Axisymmetric dish – three different parabolic dish approaches were described, all dishes were
constructed in composite materials such as carbon fibre. The surface accuracy is still of concern in some
instances. For future use of the reflector, a surface accuracy of < 0.6mm (lambda/10) is required at a
highest potential frequency (50GHz). Another concern also relates to longevity. The lifetime of a carbon
fibre and its associated metalization has not been fully tested outdoors. We recommend that
accelerated lifetime testing in an outdoor environment be conducted as soon as possible, preferably
under conditions similar to the SKA candidate sites.
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Offset Gregorian – the comments provided on the paraboloid apply also to this dish solution. In
addition, there are concerns with the subreflector in all instances that were presented at the CoDR.
There was basic information missing in the written material and, in one case, the subreflector did not
appear to have been included in the cost estimate. The accuracy of both reflector surfaces (<0.6mm),
longevity and size should be better explained and also tests conducted. The beam squint predicted can
be compensated for using several known techniques, such as with a matched feed (Sharma et. al.,
2009), displacing the feed in the orthogonal direction to the plane of symmetry (Eilhardt et. al., 1994) or
with suitable PAF excitation.
Return loss at the focus – one of the main concerns in astronomy over the years has been the baseline
ripple that is introduced by reflections that can occur between the reflector system and the feed (for
example Thomas et. al., 1999). This aspect was not addressed in any of the present approaches. A
return loss level at the feed of > 20dB is usually considered acceptable for most situations but higher
would be better. Use of offset reflectors should go part of the way of reducing this reflection although it
still could be problematic for concave reflectors that are close (in terms of wavelengths) to the feed.
Return loss at the focus should have been remarked upon to allay any possible concerns and mention
made of how this was determined (eg. Poulton et. al. 1972). It is suggested that a vertex cone could be
included in the design of the nearest reflector or shaping includes a requirement for high return loss.
Feed struts – there was little discussion on the choice of strut and their impact on blockage, efficiency
and beam symmetry.
Readiness level of feed solutions
There are a number of potential feed solutions. The CoDR described progress for two of them; namely
the wideband single pixel feed and the phased array feed (PAF). Other options were mentioned but
specific work for the SKA was not reported, for example on single pixel feeds and multi-pixel feed
clusters.
Single pixel feed – the performance of the SKA with this type of feed may achieve many of the science
objectives of the SKA. As well, because of the high performance of such a feed, they should be used as a
reference feed for comparing other feed solutions that are proposed. Therefore, it is important to
include a single pixel feed, such as a corrugated horn, in the development of solutions for the SKA. They
yield smooth beam patterns and have good aperture efficiency coupled with low cross-polarization. In
addition, it seems somewhat surprising that while lightweight dish solutions are being investigated (e.g.
carbon fibre reflectors) that there is no similar investigation of a lightweight feed package. For example,
feed mount problems may arise for a heavy feed package with a composite reflector. Experience has
shown that a corrugated horn made from metalized composite materials can weigh < 1/5th of an
equivalent one fabricated by conventional techniques (e.g. Bird and Granet, 2008). It is suggested that a
lightweight single pixel feed solution be investigated for the SKA. At the same time, lightweight solutions
should be developed for cryogenically cooled receivers.
Wideband feeds – a number of examples were described at the CoDR. On the whole, they achieved
relatively low efficiency and had poor beam symmetry compared with conventional single pixel feeds.
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We encourage further work on these feeds but certainly on fewer types and with less intensity. As
mentioned previously in Sec. 3.6, of the wideband feeds described, the quadridged feed appears to offer
the best potential solution for the future because the wideband OMT is combined with the radiator and
there appear opportunities for improvements in the bandwidth as well as beam symmetry. In addition,
due to shielding the noise performance is likely to be better than the open guiding structure options.
The current eleven feed performance is still significantly below that of the baseline and although
improvements are anticipated in the foreseeable future in the pattern performance the noise
performance is likely to continue to be deficient because it is not protected by metallic wall (ie. a can)
such as for quadridged and corrugated horn and there still will be practical difficulties connecting to the
four LNAs.
Multi-pixel feed clusters – these were not discussed at the CoDR but are clearly still an option as they
cover many of the science drivers and they are proven in radiotelescopes (for example Staveley-Smith
et. al., 1976). The main limitations at the present stage is bandwidth and beam spacing. The noise
performance of the individual elements is likely to be better than those in a PAF. However, like the
single pixel feed, the multi-pixel cluster could be considered as a reference solution. In addition, multipixel feed clusters may be important for the future as at frequencies above 10GHz, the component cost,
size, weight and performance may determine that clusters are the most appropriate solution. Weight is
a significant issue at L-band but the knowledge gained from the development of lightweight single pixel
feeds should be valuable.
Phased-array feeds – these offer the possibility of improving the G/Tsys of reflector antennas. This
improvement could be accomplished through providing array excitations that compensate for
deficiencies in the reflector system. In addition, they offer the potential of more closely spaced beams
than multi-pixel feed clusters (Ivashina and van Ardenne, 2002) and wider bandwidth. Phased arrays
feeds have been used in military systems and antennas intended for space but to date have not been
used in an operating radio telescope. Although several trials of practical implementation of
beamforming an FPA in a prototype radiotelescope have been undertaken (for example Hayman et. al.
2010 and Veidt et. al 2011), the approaches in an operational setting have not as yet been fully
demonstrated and risks may possibly be too high for SKA1. Potentially the PAF should be considered for
SKA2. In addition, we should wait for detailed reports from several telescopes that are under
construction at the moment (e.g. ASKAP) before making any recommendations for adopting it for the
SKA.
Some of the outstanding PAF issues relate to the current choice of array elements. The elemental beams
are still very experimental in a radio astronomy scenario and have non-smooth patterns that make the
secondary patterns not as good as some reference feeds, such as the corrugated horn. To achieve a high
beam overlap, the feed element is usually an open guiding structure and this undermines the noise
performance. Over a frequency band, the PAFs described to date produce a range of beam patterns that
would need to be stored for advanced image processing. It is proposed that an example PAF should be
used to demonstrate the quality and feasibility of practical processing with real radio astronomical data.
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The PAF solutions described are still considered as experimental and have low state of readiness. They
have complex beamforming and feeding circuits and this complexity has resulted in heavy feed systems.
Effort should go into reducing their weight.
Another aspect of the PAF is the maintenance and trouble-shooting needed in an operational scenario.
Maintenance was discussed at the CoDR but this needs to be refined further.
The science drivers for PAFs in the SKA compared with simpler solutions have not been fully identified. It
was uncertain whether a PAF is required in all or just a few SKA antennas for specialized applications.
Importance of Stability
SKA performance will strongly depend on characteristics that cannot be calibrated or change rapidly,
such as instrumental polarization, beam symmetry in the case of offset optics, resonant scattering,
bandshape ripple, etc. To first order, therefore effects that can be modeled accurately and/or calibrated
are not major issues, providing that the models do not require too many parameters. A key purpose of
the testing and verification program is to measure such effects, determine their stability, and verify that
any proposed models are sufficiently accurate to meet the imaging and other performance
requirements.

6

Summary

Two of the major concerns the Panel identified are the current need for clear dish specifications, and the
need for better understanding of dish performance factors on the imaging dynamic range. Apart from
these major issues, a concern of the panel was that there was considerable overlap in the dish solutions
presented and that some key issues for astronomy/imaging were not addressed e.g. baseline ripple.
Another concern was that no single pixel feed option has been developed or adopted for the SKA, e.g. a
tailored lightweight feed including cryogenics package. We would have preferred to have seen all
solutions, both dishes and feeds, compared when a ‘standard’ corrugated horn was employed.
Nevertheless, it is considered high-performance single-pixel feeds are the proper choice for the baseline
design, with wideband feeds and PAFs in the AIP phase until their readiness progresses. Wideband
feeds and PAFs are still open questions and participants in the SKA project are encouraged to continue
their development.
The state of technology readiness for all options presented at the CoDR is still at low levels, possibly
understandable at this stage. However, much higher technology readiness levels need to be
demonstrated for both dish and feed solutions. This development of readiness needs to progress
quickly due to the challenging project schedules. The Panel encourages the Project to allocate
additional engineering resources if possible, and increase interaction with array imaging experts and SKA
scientific experts as quickly as possible.
The Panel members wish to express our appreciation for the opportunity to participate in the Dish Array
Concept Design Review, and sincerely hope their recommendations prove useful to the SKA project.
Those who have worked on the Dish Array for the past several years deserve a tremendous amount of
credit for the progress made to date.
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